We train a neural machine translation (NMT) system to both translate sourcelanguage text and copy target-language text, thereby exploiting monolingual corpora in the target language. Specifically, we create a bitext from the monolingual text in the target language so that each source sentence is identical to the target sentence. This copied data is then mixed with the parallel corpus and the NMT system is trained like normal, with no metadata to distinguish the two input languages.
We train a neural machine translation (NMT) system to both translate sourcelanguage text and copy target-language text, thereby exploiting monolingual corpora in the target language. Specifically, we create a bitext from the monolingual text in the target language so that each source sentence is identical to the target sentence. This copied data is then mixed with the parallel corpus and the NMT system is trained like normal, with no metadata to distinguish the two input languages.
Our proposed method proves to be an effective way of incorporating monolingual data into low-resource NMT.
On Turkish↔English and Romanian↔English translation tasks, we see gains of up to 1.2 BLEU over a strong baseline with back-translation. Further analysis shows that the linguistic phenomena behind these gains are different from and largely orthogonal to back-translation, with our copied corpus method improving accuracy on named entities and other words that should remain identical between the source and target languages.
Introduction
Neural machine translation (NMT) systems require a large amount of training data to make generalizations, both on the source side (in order to interpret the text well enough to translate it) and on the target side (in order to produce fluent translations). This data typically comes in the form of parallel corpora, in which each sentence in the source language is matched to a translation in the target language. Recent work (Gulcehre et al., 2015; Sennrich et al., 2016b) has investigated incorporating monolingual training data (particularly on the target side) into NMT. This effectively converts machine translation into a semi-supervised problem that takes advantage of both labeled (parallel) and unlabeled (monolingual) data. Adding monolingual data to NMT is important because sufficient parallel data is unavailable for all but a few language pairs and domains.
In this paper, we introduce a straightforward method for adding target-side monolingual training data to an NMT system without changing its architecture or training algorithm. This method converts a monolingual corpus in the target language into a parallel corpus by copying it, so that each source sentence is identical to its corresponding target sentence. This copied corpus is then mixed with the original parallel data and used to train the NMT system, with no distinction made between the parallel and the copied data.
We focus on language pairs with small amounts of parallel data where monolingual data has the most impact.
On the relatively lowresource language pairs of English↔Turkish and English↔Romanian, we find that our copying technique is effective both alone and combined with back-translation. This is the case even when no additional monolingual data is used (i.e. when the copied corpus and the back-translated corpus are identical on the target side). This implies that back-translation does not make full use of monolingual data in low-resource settings, which makes sense because it relies on low-resource (and therefore low-quality) translation in the reverse direction.
Early work on incorporating monolingual data into NMT concentrated on target-side monolingual data. Jean et al. (2015) and Gulcehre et al. (2015) used a 5-gram language model and a recurrent neural network language model (RNNLM), respectively, to re-rank NMT outputs. Gulcehre et al. (2015) also integrated a pre-trained RNNLM into NMT by concatenating hidden states. Sennrich et al. (2016b) added monolingual target data directly to NMT using null source sentences and freezing encoder parameters while training with the monolingual data. Our method is similar, although instead of using a null source sentence, we use a copy of the target sentence and train the encoder parameters on the copied sentence. Sennrich et al. (2016b) also created synthetic parallel data by translating target-language monolingual text into the source language. To perform this process, dubbed back-translation, they first trained an initial target→source machine translation system on the available parallel data. They then used this model to translate the monolingual corpus from the target language to the source language. The resulting back-translated data was combined with the original parallel data and used to train the final source→target NMT system. Since this back-translation method outperforms previous methods that only train the decoder (Gulcehre et al., 2015; Sennrich et al., 2016b) , we use it as our baseline. In addition, our method stacks with back-translation in both the target→source and source→target systems; we can use source text to improve the back-translations and target text to improve the final outputs.
In the mirror image of back-translation, Zhang and Zong (2016) added source-side monolingual data to NMT by first translating the source data into the target language using an initial machine translation system and then using this translated data and the original parallel data to train their NMT system. Our method is orthogonal: it could improve the initial system or be used alongside the translated data in the final system. They also considered a multitask shared encoder setup where the monolingual source data is used in a sentence reordering task.
More recent approaches have used both source and target monolingual data while simultaneously training source→target and target→source NMT systems. Cheng et al. (2016) accomplished this by concatenating source→target and target→source NMT systems to create an autoencoder. Monolingual data was then introduced by adding an autoencoder objective. This can be interpreted as back-translation with joint training. similarly used a small amount of parallel data to pre-train source→target and target→source NMT systems; they then added monolingual data to the systems by translating a sentence from the monolingual corpus into the other language and then translating it back into the original language, using reinforcement learning with rewards based on the language model score of the translated sentence and the similarity of the reconstructed sentence to the original. Our approach also employs an autoencoder, but rather than concatenate two NMT systems, we have flattened them into one standard NMT system.
Our approach is related to multitask systems. Luong et al. (2016) proposed conjoined translation and autoencoder networks; we use a single shared encoder. Further work used the same encoder and decoder for multi-way translation (Johnson et al., 2016) . We have repurposed the idea to inject monolingual text for low-resource NMT. Their work combined multiple translation directions (e.g. French→English, German→English, and English→German) into one system. Our work combines e.g. English→English and Turkish→English into one system for the purpose of improving Turkish→English quality. They used only parallel data; our goal is to inject monolingual data.
Neural Machine Translation
We evaluate our approach using sequenceto-sequence neural machine translation (Cho et al., 2014; Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013; Sutskever et al., 2014) augmented with attention (Bahdanau et al., 2015) . We briefly explain these models here.
Neural machine translation is an end-to-end approach to machine translation that learns to directly model p(y | x) for a source-target sentence pair (x, y). The system consists of two recurrent neural networks (RNNs): the encoder and the decoder. In our experiments, the encoder is a bidirectional RNN with gated recurrent units (GRUs) that maps the source sentence into a vector representation. The decoder is an RNN language model conditioned on the source sentence. This is augmented with an attention mechanism, which assigns weights to each of the words in the source sentence when modeling target words. This model is trained to minimize word-level cross-entropy loss; at test time, translations are generated using beam search.
Copied Monolingual Data for NMT
We propose a method for incorporating targetside monolingual data into low-resource NMT that does not rely heavily on the amount or quality of the parallel data. We first convert the targetside monolingual corpus into a bitext by making each source sentence identical to its target sentence; i.e., the source side of the bitext is a copy of the target side. We refer to this bitext as the copied corpus. The copied corpus is then mixed with the bilingual parallel corpus and no distinction is made between the two corpora. Finally, we train our NMT system with a single encoder and decoder using this mixed data. We are able to use the same encoder for both the parallel and the copied source sentences because we use byte pair encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016c) to represent the source and target words in the same vocabulary.
This copying method can also be combined with the back-translation method of Sennrich et al. (2016b) . This is done by shuffling the parallel, back-translated, and copied corpora together into a single dataset and training the NMT system like normal, again making no distinction between the three corpora during training. We experiment with using the same monolingual data as the basis for both the back-translated and copied corpora (so that the target sides of the back-translated and copied corpora are identical) and with using two separate monolingual datasets for these purposes. Note that in the former case, each sentence in the original monolingual corpus occurs twice in the training data.
Experiments

Experimental Setup
Training Details
We train attentional sequence-to-sequence models (Bahdanau et al., 2015) implemented in Nematus (Sennrich et al., 2017) . We use hidden layers of size 1024 and word embeddings of size 512. The models are trained using Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with a minibatch size of 80 and a maximum sentence length of 50. We apply dropout (Gal and Ghahramani, 2016) in all of our EN↔TR and EN↔RO systems with a probability of 0.1 on word layers and 0.2 on all other layers. No dropout is used for EN↔DE. For all models, we use early stopping based on perplexity on the validation dataset. We decode using beam search on a single model with a beam size of 12, except for EN↔DE where we use a beam size of 5. For the experiments which use back-translated versions of the monolingual data, the target→source systems used to create the back-translations have the same setup as those used in the final source→target experiments.
Data and Preprocessing
We evaluate our models on three language pairs: English (EN) ↔ Turkish (TR), English ↔ Romanian (RO), and English ↔ German (DE). As shown in Table 1 , these pairs each have vastly different amounts of parallel data. All of these languages have a substantial amount of monolingual data available. The EN↔TR and EN↔DE data comes from the WMT17 news translation shared task, 1 while the EN↔RO data comes from the WMT16 shared task (Bojar et al., 2016) . We use all of the available parallel data for each language pair, and the monolingual data comes from News Crawl 2015 (EN↔RO) or News Crawl 2016 (EN↔TR and EN↔DE). To create our monolingual datasets we randomly sample from the full monolingual sets.
For all language pairs, we tokenize and truecase the parallel and monolingual training data; we also apply byte pair encoding (BPE) to split words into subword units (Sennrich et al., 2016c) . For each language pair, we learn a shared BPE model with 90,000 merge operations. Both the BPE model and the truecase model are learned on parallel data only (not on monolingual data). For RO→EN, we remove diacritics from the source training data, following the recommendation by Sennrich et al. (2016a) . Table 2 : Translation performance in BLEU with and without copied monolingual data. Statistically significant differences are marked with † (p < 0.01) and ‡ (p < 0.05).
Translation Performance
We evaluate our models compared to a baseline containing parallel and back-translated data on the newstest2016 (all language pairs) and newstest2017 (EN↔TR and EN↔DE) test sets. For each model, we report case-sensitive detokenized BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002 ) calculated using mteval-v13a.pl. The BLEU scores for each language pair and each system are shown in Table 2 . The only difference between the baseline and the + copied systems is the addition of the copied corpus during training. Note that the copied and the back-translated corpora are created using identical monolingual data, which means that in the + copied system, each sentence from the monolingual corpus occurs twice in the training data (once as part of the copied corpus and once as part of the back-translated corpus).
For EN↔TR and EN↔DE, we use about twice as much monolingual as parallel data, so the ratio of parallel to back-translated to copied data is 1:2:2. For EN↔RO, we use a 1:1:1 ratio. In addition, for EN↔DE, we oversample the parallel corpus twice in order to balance the parallel and monolingual data.
For EN↔TR and EN↔RO, we observe statistically significant improvements (up to 1.2 BLEU) when adding the copied corpus. This indicates that our copied monolingual method can help improve NMT in cases where only a moderate amount of parallel data is available. For EN↔DE, we do not see improvements from adding the copied data; we conjecture that this occurs because this is a highresource language pair. However, the EN↔DE systems trained with the copied corpus also do not perform any worse that those without.
Fluency
Adding copied target-side monolingual data results in a significant improvement in translation performance as measured by BLEU for EN↔TR and EN↔RO. Motivated by a desire to better understand the source of these improvements, we further experiment with the outputs for each system described in section 5.2. In particular, we want to examine whether these gains are simply due to the monolingual data improving the fluency of the NMT system.
In order to evaluate the fluency of each system, we train 5-gram language models for each language using KenLM (Heafield, 2011) . The models are trained on the full monolingual News Crawl 2015 and 2016 datasets. This data is preprocessed as described in section 5.1, except that no subword segmentation is used.
We use these language models to measure perplexity on the outputs of the baseline systems (trained using parallel and back-translated data) and the + copied systems (trained using parallel, back-translated, and copied data). The language models are also queried on the reference translations for comparison. For all language pairs except EN↔RO, we concatenate newstest2016 and newstest2017 into a single dataset to find the perplexity. Table 3 displays the perplexities for each system output and the reference. Interestingly, the perplexities for the baseline and the + copied systems are similar for all language pairs. In particular, improvements in BLEU (see Table 2 ) do not necessarily correlate to improvements in perplexity. This indicates that the gains from the + copied system may not solely be due to fluency.
Pass-through Accuracy
Since the copied monolingual data adds an autoencoder element to the NMT training, it is possible that the systems trained with copied data learn how to better pass through named entities and other relevant words than the baselines. In order to test this hypothesis, we detect words that are identical in each sentence in the source and the reference for the tokenized test data (excluding words that contain only one character and ignoring case). We then count how many of these words occur in the corresponding sentence in the translation output from each system. We calculate the pass-through Table 4 : Pass-through accuracy for the outputs of each NMT system. accuracy as the percent of such words that appear in the output; these results are shown in Table 4 . For all language pairs except for EN↔DE, there is a large improvement in pass-through accuracy when the copied data is added during training. This closely mirrors the BLEU results discussed in section 5.2. These results suggest that a key advantage of using copied data is that the model learns to pass appropriate words through to the target output more successfully. Table 5 shows some examples of translations with improved pass-through accuracy for the + copied systems.
Additional EN-TR Experiments
In this section, we describe a number of additional experiments on EN→TR in order to investigate the effects of different experimental setups and aspects of the data. Note that the BLEU scores in this section are not directly comparable with those in Table 2 , since a different subset of the monolingual data is used for some of these experiments. All BLEU scores reported in this section are on newstest2016 unless otherwise noted.
Double Back-Translated Data
In section 5.2, we report significant gains from our + copied systems over baselines trained on parallel and back-translated data for EN↔TR and EN↔RO, even while using the same monolingual data as the basis for both the copied and the backtranslated corpora. However, in our experiments, we use particularly high-quality in-domain monolingual data. As a result, it is possible that these improvements are due to using this monolingual data twice (in the form of the back-translated and copied corpora) rather than to using the copied monolingual corpus.
In order to evaluate this, we consider an additional configuration in which we train using two copies of the same back-translated corpus (instead of using one copy of each of the back-translated corpus and the copied corpus). The results for this experiment are in Table 6 . For both test sets, the + copied system performs better than the system with double back-translated data by about 1 BLEU point. This indicates that our copied corpus improves NMT performance, and that this is not simply due to the higher weight given to the high-quality monolingual data.
Different Copied Data
In our initial experiments, we use the same monolingual corpus to create the back-translated and the copied data. Here, we consider a variation in which we use different monolingual data for these purposes. This is done by cutting the monolingual corpus in half and back-translating only half of it, leaving the rest for copied data. Note that this means that the original monolingual corpus is the same size (twice the size of the parallel data; see Table 1 ), but each monolingual sentence only occurs once in the training data, rather than twice as before.
The results for these experiments are shown in Table 7 . The baseline is trained on backtranslations of all of the monolingual data, and the + same copied system contains the full copied corpus. The + different copied system uses different data for copying and back-translation. Both copied systems outperform the baseline, although the + same copied system does slightly better.
Copied Data Without Back-translation
Our results in section 5.2 show that our copied corpus method stacks with back-translation to improve translation performance when there is not much parallel data available. In this section, we study whether the copied corpus can aid NMT when no back-translated data is used. If so, this would be advantageous, as the copied corpus method is much simpler to apply than back- Table 6 : EN→TR translation performance when using the back-translated corpus twice vs. the back-translated and copied corpora.
BLEU baseline 12.4 + same copied 13.6 + different copied 13.3 Table 7 : EN→TR translation performance when using the same or different data for copied and back-translated corpora.
translation and does not require the training of an additional target→source machine translation system. We experiment with both a small copied corpus (about 200k sentences) and a large copied corpus (about 400k sentences).
The results for systems trained with only parallel and copied data are in Table 8 . Both the small copied corpus and the large copied corpus yield large improvements (2.3-2.6 BLEU) over using parallel data only, and their performance is only slightly worse (0.3-0.4 BLEU) than the corresponding systems trained with only backtranslated and parallel data.
Source Monolingual Data
Although we have concentrated thus far on incorporating target-side monolingual data into NMT, source-side monolingual data also has the poten-BLEU parallel only 9.4 parallel + small copied 11.7 parallel + large copied 12.0 parallel + small back-translated 12.0 parallel + large back-translated 12.4 Table 8 : EN→TR translation performance without back-translated data. We include systems trained with parallel and back-translated data (without copied data) for comparison. BLEU baseline 12.4 + copied 13.6 + EN data 13.6 Table 9 : EN→TR translation performance with EN monolingual data.
tial to help translation performance. In particular, a source copied corpus can be used when training the target→source system for back-translation. Here, we test this strategy on EN→TR NMT with EN monolingual data. For this purpose, we randomly sample about 400k English sentences (twice the size of the parallel corpus) from the News Crawl 2015 monolingual corpus.
The results for this experiment are shown in Table 9. Although both copied systems improve over the baseline, adding the EN monolingual data does not result in further improvement over the targetonly copied model, despite taking much longer to train. Table 10 : EN→TR translation performance with different amounts of monolingual data.
Amount of Monolingual Data
Finally, we study the effectiveness of the copied monolingual corpus when the amount of monolingual data is varied. We consider three different monolingual corpus sizes: the same size as the parallel data (200k sentences; 1:1), twice the size of the parallel data (400k sentences; 2:1), and three times the size of the parallel data (600k sentences; 3:1). We compare these different sizes for the baseline (parallel and back-translated data) and the + copied systems (parallel, back-translated, and copied data, where the back-translated and copied data are identical on the target side). Each smaller monolingual corpus is a subset of the larger monolingual corpora. Note that we do not oversample the parallel data to balance the different data sources. Table 10 displays the results when different amounts of monolingual data are used. Note that we vary the amount of back-translated data in the baseline and of back-translated and copied data in the + copied system. For both the baseline and + copied, adding more monolingual data consistently yields small improvements (0.2-0.6 BLEU). In addition, the + copied system performs about 1.0 BLEU better than the baseline regardless of the amount of monolingual data. This is surprising since we do not oversample the parallel data at all. For the 2:1 and 3:1 cases, the systems see far less parallel than synthetic data, but the overall translation performances still improve.
Discussion
Our proposed method of using a copied targetside monolingual corpus to augment training data for NMT proved to be beneficial for EN↔TR and EN↔RO translation, resulting in improvements of up to 1.2 BLEU over a strong baseline. We showed that our method stacks with the previously proposed back-translation method of Sennrich et al. (2016b) for these language pairs. For EN↔DE, however, there was no significant difference between systems trained with the copied corpus and those trained without it. There was much more parallel training data for EN↔DE than for EN↔RO (nearly 10 times as much) and EN↔TR (about 28 times as much), so it is possible that the gains that would have come from the copied corpus were already achieved with the parallel data. Overall, the copied monolingual corpus either helped or was indifferent, so training with this corpus is not risky. In addition, it does not require any more monolingual data besides what is used for back-translation.
We initially assumed that the copied monolingual corpus was helping to improve the fluency of the target outputs. However, further study of the outputs did not necessarily support this assumption, as noted in section 5.3. Our method did improve accuracy when copying proper nouns and other words that are identical in the source and target languages; this is at least part of the explanation for the increases in BLEU score when using the copied corpus.
Subsequent experiments revealed various factors that influenced the effectiveness of the copied monolingual corpus. An unexpected finding was that doubling and tripling the size of the monolingual corpus (whether used as copied or backtranslated data) resulted in small improvements (0.2-0.6 BLEU). We had originally thought that using much more monolingual than parallel data would result in a worse performance, since the system would see true parallel data less often than copied or back-translated data, but this did not turn out to be the case. Not having to limit the amount of monolingual data based on the availability of parallel data is an advantage for language pairs with much more monolingual than parallel data.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a method for improving neural machine translation using monolingual data, particularly for low-resource scenarios. Augmenting the training data with monolingual data in which the source side is a copy of the target side proved to be an effective way of improving EN↔TR and EN↔RO translation, while not damaging EN↔DE (high-resource) translation. This technique could be used in combination with backtranslation or with parallel data only. In addition, using much more monolingual than parallel data did not hinder performance, which is beneficial for the common case where a large amount of monolingual data is available but the language pair has little parallel data.
In the future, we plan on studying the effects of the quality of the monolingual data, since our copied corpus technique might in principle pose the risk of adding noise to the NMT system. In particular, we would like to apply a data selection method when creating the monolingual corpus, as the similarity of the monolingual and parallel data has been shown to have an effect on NMT (Cheng et al., 2016) . We also hope to find an effective way of adding source monolingual training data. Finally, it would be interesting to do a manual evaluation of our method to confirm the BLEU and perplexity findings reported in sections 5.2 and 5.3.
